Multiple regression (MR) is used to analyze the variability of a dependent or criterion variable using information provided by independent or predictor variables (Pedhazur, [@B29]). It is an important component of the general linear model (Zientek and Thompson, [@B41]). In fact, MR subsumes many of the quantitative methods that are commonly taught in education (Henson et al., [@B10]) and psychology doctoral programs (Aiken et al., [@B1]) and published in teacher education research (Zientek et al., [@B39]). One often cited assumption for conducting MR is minimal correlation among predictor variables (cf. Stevens, [@B33]). As Thompson ([@B34]) explained, "Collinearity (or multicollinearity) refers to the extent to which the predictor variables have non-zero correlations with each other" (p. 234). In practice, however, predictor variables are often correlated with one another (i.e., multicollinear), which may result in combined prediction of the dependent variable.

Multicollinearity can lead to increasing complexity in the research results, thereby posing difficulty for researcher interpretation. This complexity, and thus the common admonition to avoid multicollinearity, results because the combined prediction of the dependent variable can yield regression weights that are poor reflections of variable relationships. Nimon et al. ([@B23]) noted that correlated predictor variables can "complicate result interpretation... a fact that has led many to bemoan the presence of multicollinearity among observed variables" (p. 707). Indeed, Stevens ([@B33]) suggested "Multicollinearity poses a real problem for the researcher using multiple regression" (p. 74).

Nevertheless, Henson ([@B9]) observed that multicollinearity should not be seen as a problem if additional analytic information is considered:

> The bottom line is that multicollinearity is not a problem in multiple regression, and therefore not in any other \[general linear model\] analysis, if the researcher invokes structure coefficients in addition to standardized weights. In fact, in some multivariate analyses, multicollinearity is actually encouraged, say, for example, when multi-operationalizing a dependent variable with several similar measures. (p. 13)

Although multicollinearity is not a direct statistical assumption of MR (cf. Osborne and Waters, [@B28]), it complicates interpretation as a function of its influence on the magnitude of regression weights and the potential inflation of their standard error (SE), thereby negatively influencing the statistical significance tests of these coefficients. Unfortunately, many researchers rely heavily on standardized (beta, β) or unstandardized (slope) regression weights when interpreting MR results (Courville and Thompson, [@B7]; Zientek and Thompson, [@B41]). In the presence of multicollinear data, focusing solely on regression weights yields at best limited information and, in some cases, erroneous interpretation. However, it is not uncommon to see authors argue for the *importance* of predictor variables to a regression model based on the results of null hypothesis statistical significance tests of these regression weights without consideration of the multiple complex relationships between predictors and predictors with their outcome.

Purpose
=======

The purpose of the present article is to discuss and demonstrate several methods that allow researchers to fully interpret and understand the contributions that predictors play in forming regression effects, even when confronted with collinear relationships among the predictors. When faced with multicollinearity in MR (or other general linear model analyses), researchers should be aware of and judiciously employ various techniques available for interpretation. These methods, when used correctly, allow researchers to reach better and more comprehensive understandings of their data than would be attained if only regression weights were considered. The methods examined here include inspection of zero-order correlation coefficients, β weights, structure coefficients, commonality coefficients, all possible subsets regression, dominance weights, and relative importance weights (RIW). Taken together, the various methods will highlight the complex relationships between predictors themselves, as well as between predictors and the dependent variables. Analysis from these different standpoints allows the researcher to fully investigate regression results and lessen the impact of multicollinearity. We also concretely demonstrate each method using data from a heuristic example and provide reference information or direct syntax commands from a variety of statistical software packages to help make the methods accessible to readers.

In some cases multicollinearity may be desirable and part of a well-specified model, such as when multi-operationalizing a construct with several similar instruments. In other cases, particularly with poorly specified models, multicollinearity may be so high that there is unnecessary redundancy among predictors, such as when including both subscale and total scale variables as predictors in the same regression. When unnecessary redundancy is present, researchers may reasonably consider deletion of one or more predictors to reduce collinearity. When predictors are related and theoretically meaningful as part of the analysis, the current methods can help researchers parse the roles related predictors play in predicting the dependent variable. Ultimately, however, the degree of collinearity is a judgement call by the researcher, but these methods allow researchers a broader picture of its impact.

Predictor Interpretation Tools
==============================

Correlation coefficients
------------------------

One method to evaluate a predictor's contribution to the regression model is the use of correlation coefficients such as Pearson *r*, which is the zero-order bivariate linear relationship between an independent and dependent variable. Correlation coefficients are sometimes used as validity coefficients in the context of construct measurement relationships (Nunnally and Bernstein, [@B27]). One advantage of *r* is that it is the fundamental metric common to all types of correlational analyses in the general linear model (Henson, [@B9]; Thompson, [@B34]; Zientek and Thompson, [@B41]). For interpretation purposes, Pearson *r* is often squared (*r*^2^) to calculate a variance-accounted-for effect size.

Although widely used and reported, *r* is somewhat limited in its utility for explaining MR relationships in the presence of multicollinearity. Because *r* is a zero-order bivariate correlation, it does not take into account any of the MR variable relationships except that between a single predictor and the criterion variable. As such, *r* is an inappropriate statistic for describing regression results as it does not consider the complicated relationships between predictors themselves and predictors and criterion (Pedhazur, [@B29]; Thompson, [@B34]). In addition, Pearson *r* is highly sample specific, meaning that *r* might change across individual studies even when the population-based relationship between the predictor and criterion variables remains constant (Pedhazur, [@B29]).

Only in the hypothetical (and unrealistic) situation when the predictors are perfectly uncorrelated is *r* a reasonable representation of predictor contribution to the regression effect. This is because the overall *R*^2^ is simply the sum of the squared correlations between each predictor (*X*) and the outcome (*Y*):
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This equation works only because the predictors explain different and unique portions of the criterion variable variance. When predictors are correlated and explain some of the same variance of the criterion, the sum of the squared correlations would be greater than 1.00, because *r* does not consider this multicollinearity.

Beta weights
------------

One answer to the issue of predictors explaining some of the same variance of the criterion is standardized regression (β) weights. Betas are regression weights that are applied to standardized (*z*) predictor variable scores in the linear regression equation, and they are commonly used for interpreting predictor contribution to the regression effect (Courville and Thompson, [@B7]). Their utility lies squarely with their function in the standardized regression equation, which speaks to how much credit each predictor variable is receiving in the equation for predicting the dependent variable, while holding all other independent variables constant. As such, a β weight coefficient informs us as to how much change (in standardized metric) in the criterion variable we might expect with a one-unit change (in standardized metric) in the predictor variable, again holding all other predictor variables constant (Pedhazur, [@B29]). This interpretation of a β weight suggests that its computation must simultaneously take into account the predictor variable's relationship with the criterion as well as the predictor variable's relationships with all other predictors.

When predictors are correlated, the sum of the squared bivariate correlations no longer yields the *R*^2^ effect size. Instead, βs can be used to adjust the level of correlation credit a predictor gets in creating the effect:
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This equation highlights the fact that β weights are not direct measures of relationship between predictors and outcomes. Instead, they simply reflect how much credit is being given to predictors in the regression equation in a particular context (Courville and Thompson, [@B7]). The accuracy of β weights are theoretically dependent upon having a perfectly specified model, since adding or removing predictor variables will inevitably change β values. The problem is that the true model is rarely, if ever, known (Pedhazur, [@B29]).

Sole interpretation of β weights is troublesome for several reasons. To begin, because they must account for *all* relationships among *all* of the variables, β weights are heavily affected by the variances and covariances of the variables in question (Thompson, [@B34]). This sensitivity to covariance (i.e., multicollinear) relationships can result in very sample-specific weights which can dramatically change with slight changes in covariance relationships in future samples, thereby decreasing generalizability. For example, β weights can even change in sign as new variables are added or as old variables are deleted (Darlington, [@B8]).

When predictors are multicollinear, variance in the criterion that can be explained by multiple predictors is often not equally divided among the predictors. A predictor might have a large correlation with the outcome variable, but might have a near-zero β weight because another predictor is receiving the credit for the variance explained (Courville and Thompson, [@B7]). As such, β weights are context-specific to a given specified model. Due to the limitation of these standardized coefficients, some researchers have argued for the interpretation of structure coefficients in addition to β weights (e.g., Thompson and Borrello, [@B35]; Henson, [@B9]; Thompson, [@B34]).

Structure coefficients
----------------------

Like correlation coefficients, structure coefficients are also simply bivariate Pearson *r*s, but they are not zero-order correlations between two observed variables. Instead, a structure coefficient is a correlation between an observed predictor variable and the predicted criterion scores, often called "Yhat" $\left( \overset{\hat{}}{Y} \right)$ scores (Henson, [@B9]; Thompson, [@B34]). These $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ scores are the predicted estimate of the outcome variable based on the synthesis of all the predictors in regression equation; they are also the primary focus of the analysis. The variance of these predicted scores represents the portion of the total variance of the criterion scores that can be explained by the predictors. Because a structure coefficient represents a correlation between a predictor and the $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ scores, a squared structure coefficient informs us as to how much variance the predictor can explain *of the R*^2^ effect observed (not of the total dependent variable), and therefore provide a sense of how much each predictor could contribute to the explanation of the entire model (Thompson, [@B34]).

Structure coefficients add to the information provided by β weights. Betas inform us as to the credit given to a predictor in the regression equation, while structure coefficients inform us as to the bivariate relationship between a predictor and the effect observed without the influence of the other predictors in the model. As such, structure coefficients are useful in the presence of multicollinearity. If the predictors are perfectly uncorrelated, the sum of all squared structure coefficients will equal 1.00 because each predictor will explain its own portion of the total effect (*R*^2^). When there is shared explained variance of the outcome, this sum will necessarily be larger than 1.00. Structure coefficients also allow us to recognize the presence of suppressor predictor variables, such as when a predictor has a large β weight but a disproportionately small structure coefficient that is close to zero (Courville and Thompson, [@B7]; Thompson, [@B34]; Nimon et al., [@B23]).

All possible subsets regression
-------------------------------

All possible subsets regression helps researchers interpret regression effects by seeking a smaller or simpler solution that still has a comparable *R*^2^ effect size. All possible subsets regression might be referred to by an array of synonymous names in the literature, including regression weights for submodels (Braun and Oswald, [@B3]), all possible regressions (Pedhazur, [@B29]), regression by leaps and bounds (Pedhazur, [@B29]), and all possible combination solution in regression (Madden and Bottenberg, [@B20]).

The concept of all possible subsets regression is a relatively straightforward approach to explore for a regression equation until the *best* combination of predictors is used in a single equation (Pedhazur, [@B29]). The exploration consists of examining the variance explained by each predictor individually and then in all possible combinations up to the complete set of predictors. The best subset, or model, is selected based on judgments about the largest *R*^2^ with the fewest number of variables relative to the full model *R*^2^ with all predictors. All possible subsets regression is the skeleton for commonality and dominance analysis (DA) to be discussed later.

In many ways, the focus of this approach is on the total effect rather than the particular contribution of variables that make up that effect, and therefore the concept of multicollinearity is less directly relevant here. Of course, if variables are redundant in the variance they can explain, it may be possible to yield a similar effect size with a smaller set of variables. A key strength of all possible subsets regression is that no combination or subset of predictors is left unexplored.

This strength, however, might also be considered the biggest weakness, as the number of subsets requiring exploration is exponential and can be found with 2*^k^* − 1, where *k* represents the number of predictors. Interpretation might become untenable as the number of predictor variables increases. Further, results from an all possible subset model should be interpreted cautiously, and only in an exploratory sense. Most importantly, researchers must be aware that the model with the highest *R*^2^ might have achieved such by chance (Nunnally and Bernstein, [@B27]).

Commonality analysis
--------------------

Multicollinearity is explicitly addressed with regression commonality analysis (CA). CA provides separate measures of unique variance explained for each predictor in addition to measures of shared variance for all combinations of predictors (Pedhazur, [@B29]). This method allows a predictor's contribution to be related to other predictor variables in the model, providing a clear picture of the predictor's role in the explanation by itself, as well as with the other predictors (Rowell, [@B30], [@B31]; Thompson, [@B34]; Zientek and Thompson, [@B40]). The method yields all of the uniquely and commonly explained parts of the criterion variable which always sum to *R*^2^. Because CA identifies the unique contribution that each predictor and all possible combinations of predictors make to the regression effect, it is particularly helpful when suppression or multicollinearity is present (Nimon, [@B22]; Zientek and Thompson, [@B42]; Nimon and Reio, [@B25]). It is important to note, however, that commonality coefficients (like other MR indices) can change as variables are added or deleted from the model because of fluctuations in multicollinear relationships. Further, they cannot overcome model misspecification (Pedhazur, [@B29]; Schneider, [@B32]).

Dominance analysis
------------------

Dominance analysis was first introduced by Budescu ([@B4]) and yields weights that can be used to determine dominance, which is a qualitative relationship defined by one predictor variable dominating another in terms of variance explained based upon pairwise variable sets (Budescu, [@B4]; Azen and Budescu, [@B2]). Because dominance is roughly determined based on which predictors explain the most variance, even when other predictors explain some of the same variance, it tends to de-emphasize redundant predictors when multicollinearity is present. DA calculates weights on three levels (complete, conditional, and general), within a given number of predictors (Azen and Budescu, [@B2]).

Dominance levels are hierarchical, with complete dominance as the highest level. Complete dominance is inherently both conditional and generally dominant. The reverse, however, is not necessarily true; a generally dominant variable is not necessarily conditionally or completely dominant. Complete dominance occurs when a predictor has a greater dominance weight, or average additional *R*^2^, in all possible pairwise (and combination) comparisons. However, complete dominance does not typically occur in real data. Because predictor dominance can present itself in more practical intensities, two lower levels of dominance were introduced (Azen and Budescu, [@B2]).

The middle level of dominance, referred as conditional dominance, is determined by examining the additional contribution to *R*^2^ within specific number of predictors (*k*). A predictor might conditionally dominate for *k* = 2 predictors, but not necessarily *k* = 0 or 1. The conditional dominance weight is calculated by taking the average *R*^2^ contribution by a variable for a specific *k*. Once the conditional dominance weights are calculated, the researcher can interpret the averages in pairwise fashion across all *k* predictors.

The last and lowest level of dominance is general. General dominance averages the overall additional contributions of *R*^2^. In simple terms, the average weights from each *k* group (*k* = 0, 1, 2) for each predictor (*X*1, *X*2, and *X*3) are averaged for the entire model. General dominance is *relaxed* compared to the complete and conditional dominance weights to alleviate the number of undetermined dominance in data analysis (Azen and Budescu, [@B2]). General dominance weights provide similar results as *RIWs*, proposed by Lindeman et al. ([@B16]) and Johnson ([@B12], [@B14]). RIWs and DA are deemed the superior MR interpretation techniques by some (Budescu and Azen, [@B5]), almost always producing consistent results between methods (Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). Finally, an important point to emphasize is that the sum of the general dominance weights will equal the multiple *R*^2^ of the model.

Several strengths are noteworthy with a full DA. First, dominance weights provide information about the contribution of predictor variables across all possible subsets of the model. In addition, because comparisons can be made across all pairwise comparisons in the model, DA is sensitive to patterns that might be present in the data. Finally, complete DA can be a useful tool for detection and interpretation of suppression cases (Azen and Budescu, [@B2]).

Some weaknesses and limitations of DA exist, although some of these weaknesses are not specific to DA. DA is not appropriate in path analyses or to test a specific hierarchical model (Azen and Budescu, [@B2]). DA is also not appropriate for mediation and indirect effect models. Finally, as is true with all other methods of variable interpretation, model misspecification will lead to erroneous interpretation of predictor dominance (Budescu, [@B4]). Calculations are also thought by some to be laborious as the number of predictors increases (Johnson, [@B12]).

Relative importance weights
---------------------------

Relative importance weights can also be useful in the presence of multicollinearity, although like DA, these weights tend to focus on attributing general credit to primary predictors rather than detailing the various parts of the dependent variable that are explained. More specifically, RIWs are the proportionate contribution from each predictor to *R*^2^, after correcting for the effects of the intercorrelations among predictors (Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). This method is recommended when the researcher is examining the relative contribution each predictor variable makes to the dependent variable rather than examining predictor ranking (Johnson, [@B12], [@B14]) or having concern with specific unique and commonly explained portions of the outcome, as with CA. RIWs range between 0 and 1, and their sum equals *R*^2^ (Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). The weights most always match the values given by general dominance weights, despite being derived in a different fashion.

Relative importance weights are computed in four major steps (see full detail in Johnson, [@B12]; Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). Step one transforms the original predictors (*X*) into orthogonal variables (*Z*) to achieve the highest similarity of prediction compared to the original predictors but with the condition that the transformed predictors must be uncorrelated. This initial step is an attempt to simplify prediction of the criterion by removing multicollinearity. Step two involves regressing the dependent variable (*Y*) onto the orthogonalized predictors (*Z*), which yields the standardized weights for each *Z*. Because the Zs are uncorrelated, these β weights will equal the bivariate correlations between *Y* and *Z*, thus making equations (1) and (2) above the same. In a three predictor model, for example, the result would be a 3 × 1 weight matrix (**β**) which is equal to the correlation matrix between *Y* and the *Z*s. Step three correlates the orthogonal predictors (*Z*) with the original predictors (*X*) yielding a 3 × 3 matrix (**R**) in a three predictor model. Finally, step four calculates the RIWs (**ε**) by multiplying the *squared ZX* correlations (**R**) with the *squared* *YZ* weights (**β**).

Relative importance weights are perhaps more efficiently computed as compared to computation of DA weights which requires all possible subsets regressions as building blocks (Johnson, [@B14]; Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). RIWs and DA also yield almost identical solutions, despite different definitions (Johnson, [@B12]; Lorenzo-Seva et al., [@B18]). However, these weights do not allow for easy identification of suppression in predictor variables.

Heuristic Demonstration
=======================

When multicollinearity is present among predictors, the above methods can help illuminate variable relationships and inform researcher interpretation. To make their use more accessible to applied researchers, the following section demonstrates these methods using a heuristic example based on the classic suppression correlation matrix from Azen and Budescu ([@B2]), presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} lists statistical software or secondary syntax programs available to run the analyses across several commonly used of software programs -- blank spaces in the table reflect an absence of a solution for that particular analysis and solution, and should be seen as an opportunity for future development. Sections ["Excel For All Available Analyses](#s1){ref-type="sec"}, R Code For All Available Analyses, SAS Code For All Available Analyses, and SPSS Code For All Analyses" provide instructions and syntax commands to run various analyses in Excel, R, SAS, and SPSS, respectively. In most cases, the analyses can be run after simply inputting the correlation matrix from Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} (*n* = 200 cases was used here). For SPSS (see [SPSS Code For All Analyses](#s2){ref-type="sec"}), some analyses require the generation of data (*n* = 200) using the syntax provided in the first part of the appendix (International Business Machines Corp, [@B11]). Once the data file is created, the generic variable labels (e.g., var1) can be changed to match the labels for the correlation matrix (i.e., *Y*, *X*1, *X*2, and *X*3).

###### 

**Correlation matrix for classical suppression example (Azen and Budescu, [@B2])**.

         *Y*     *X*1    *X*2    *X*3
  ------ ------- ------- ------- -------
  *Y*    1.000                   
  *X*1   0.500   1.000           
  *X*2   0.000   0.300   1.000   
  *X*3   0.250   0.250   0.250   1.000

*Reprinted with permission from Azen and Budescu ([@B2]). Copyright 2003 by *Psychological Methods**.

###### 

**Tools to support interpreting multiple regression**.

  Program   Beta weights                 Structure coefficients         All possible subsets          Commonality analysis^c^   Relative weights                                                                                     Dominance analysis
  --------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------
  Excel     Base                         *r~s~* = *r~y~.~x1~/R*         Braun and Oswald ([@B3])^a^                             Braun and Oswald ([@B3])^a^                                                                          Braun and Oswald ([@B3])^a^
  R         Nimon and Roberts ([@B26])   Nimon and Roberts ([@B26])     Lumley ([@B19])               Nimon et al. ([@B24])                                                                                                          
  SAS       Base                         base                           base^b^                                                 Tonidandel et al. ([@B36])^d^                                                                        Azen and Budescu ([@B2])^b^
  SPSS      Base                         Lorenzo-Seva et al. ([@B18])   Nimon ([@B22])                Nimon ([@B22])            Lorenzo-Seva et al. ([@B18]), Lorenzo-Seva and Ferrando ([@B17]), LeBreton and Tonidandel ([@B15])   

*^a^Up to 9 predictors, ^b^up to 10 predictors, ^c^A FORTRAN IV computer program to accomplish commonality analysis was developed by Morris ([@B21]). However, the program was written for a mainframe computer and is now obsolete, ^d^The Tonidandel et al. ([@B36]) SAS solution computes relative weights with a bias correction, and thus results do not mirror those in the current paper. As such, we have decided not to demonstrate the solution here. However, the macro can be downloaded online (<http://www1.davidson.edu/academic/psychology/Tonidandel/TonidandelProgramsMain.htm>) and provides user-friendly instructions*.

All of the results are a function of regressing *Y* on *X*1, *X*2, and *X*3 via MR. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} presents the summary results of this analysis, along with the various coefficients and weights examined here to facilitate interpretation.

###### 

**Multiple regression results**.

  Predictor   β              *r~s~*         $r_{s}^{2}$    *r*            *R*^2^         Unique^a^      Common^a^   General dominance weights^b^   Relative importance weights
  ----------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ----------- ------------------------------ -----------------------------
  *X*1        [0.517]{.ul}   [0.911]{.ul}   [0.830]{.ul}   [0.500]{.ul}   [0.250]{.ul}   [0.234]{.ul}   0.016       [0.241]{.ul}                   [0.241]{.ul}
  *X*2        −0.198         0.000          0.000          0.000          0.000          0.034          −0.034      0.016                          0.015
  *X*3        0.170          0.455          0.207          0.250          0.063          0.026          0.037       0.044                          0.045

**R*^2^ = 0.301. The primary predictor suggested by a method is underlined. *r* is correlation between predictor and outcome variable*.

**r~s~* = structure coefficient = *r*/*R*. $r_{s}^{2} = r^{2}/R^{2}$. Unique = proportion of criterion variance explained uniquely by the predictor. Common = proportion of criterion variance explained by the predictor that is also explained by one or more other predictors. Unique + Common = *r*^2^. Σ General dominance weights = Σ relative importance weights = *R*^2^. ^a^See Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} for full CA. ^b^See Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"} for full DA*.

Correlation coefficients
------------------------

Examination of the correlations in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} indicate that the current data indeed have collinear predictors (*X*1, *X*2, and *X*3), and therefore some of the explained variance of *Y* (*R*^2^ = 0.301) may be attributable to more than one predictor. Of course, the bivariate correlations tell us nothing directly about the nature of shared explained variance. Here, the correlations between *Y* and *X*1, *X*2, and *X*3 are 0.50, 0, and 0.25, respectively. The squared correlations (*r*^2^) suggest that *X*1 is the strongest predictor of the outcome variable, explaining 25% (*r*^2^ = 0.25) of the criterion variable variance by itself. The zero correlation between *Y* and *X*2 suggests that there is no relationship between these variables. However, as we will see through other MR indices, interpreting the regression effect based only on the examination of correlation coefficients would provide, at best, limited information about the regression model as it ignores the relationships between predictors themselves.

Beta weights
------------

The β weights can be found in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. They form the standardized regression equation which yields predicted *Y* scores: $\overset{\hat{}}{Y} = \left( {0.517*X1} \right) + \left( {- 0.198*X2} \right) + \left( {0.170*X3} \right),$ where all predictors are in standardized (*Z*) form. The squared correlation between *Y* and $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ equals the overall *R*^2^ and represents the amount of variance of *Y* that can be explained by $\overset{\hat{}}{Y},$ and therefore by the predictors collectively. The β weights in this equation speak to the amount of credit each predictor is receiving in the creation of $\overset{\hat{}}{Y},$ and therefore are interpreted by many as indicators of variable importance (cf. Courville and Thompson, [@B7]; Zientek and Thompson, [@B41]).

In the current example, $r_{Y \cdot \overset{\hat{}}{Y}\text{t}}^{2} = R^{2} = 0.301,$ indicating that about 30% of the criterion variance can be explained by the predictors. The β weights reveal that *X*1 (β = 0.517) received more credit in the regression equation, compared to both *X*2 (β = −0.198) and *X*3 (β = 0.170). The careful reader might note that *X*2 received considerable credit in the regression equation predicting *Y* even though its correlation with *Y* was 0. This oxymoronic result will be explained later as we examine additional MR indices. Furthermore, these results make clear that the βs are not direct measures of relationship in this case since the β for *X*2 is negative even though the zero-order correlation between the *X*2 and *Y* is positive. This difference in sign is a good first indicator of the presence of multicollinear data.

Structure coefficients
----------------------

The structure coefficients are given in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} as *r*~s~. These are simply the Pearson correlations between $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ and each predictor. When squared, they yield the proportion of variance in the effect (or, of the $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ scores) that can be accounted for by the predictor alone, irrespective of collinearity with other predictors. For example, the squared structure coefficient for *X*1 was 0.830 which means that of the 30.1% (*R*^2^) effect, *X*1 can account for 83% of the explained variance by itself. A little math would show that 83% of 30.1% is 0.250, which matches the *r*^2^ in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} as well. Therefore, the interpretation of a (squared) structure coefficient is *in relation to the explained effect* rather than to the dependent variable as a whole.

Examination of the β weights and structure coefficients in the current example suggests that *X*1 contributed most to the variance explained with the largest absolute value for both the β weight and structure coefficient (β = 0.517, *r~s~* = 0.911 or $r_{s}^{2} = 83.0\%$). The other two predictors have somewhat comparable βs but quite dissimilar structure coefficients. Predictor *X*3 can explain about 21% of the obtained effect by itself (β = 0.170, *r~s~* = 0.455, $r_{s}^{2} = 20.7\%$), but *X*2 shares no relationship with the $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ scores (β = −0.198, *r~s~* and $r_{s}^{2} = 0$).

On the surface it might seem a contradiction for *X*2 to explain none of the effect but still be receiving credit in the regression equation for creating the predicted scores. However, in this case *X*2 is serving as a suppressor variable and helping the other predictor variables do a better job of predicting the criterion even though *X*2 itself is unrelated to the outcome. A full discussion of suppression is beyond the scope of this article[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}. However, the current discussion makes apparent that the identification of suppression would be unlikely if the researcher were to only examine β weights when interpreting predictor contributions.

Because a structure coefficient speaks to the bivariate relationship between a predictor and an observed effect, it is not directly affected by multicollinearity among predictors. If two predictors explain some of the same part of the $\overset{\hat{}}{Y}$ score variance, the squared structure coefficients do not arbitrarily divide this variance explained among the predictors. Therefore, if two or more predictors explain some of the same part of the criterion, the sum the squared structure coefficients for all predictors will be greater than 1.00 (Henson, [@B9]). In the current example, this sum is 1.037 (0.830 + 0 + 0.207), suggesting a small amount of multicollinearity. Because *X*2 is unrelated to *Y*, the multicollinearity is entirely a function of shared variance between *X*1 and *X*3.

All possible subsets regression
-------------------------------

We can also examine how each of the predictors explain *Y* both uniquely and in all possible combinations of predictors. With three variables, seven subsets are possible (2*^k^* − 1 or 2^3^ − 1). The *R*^2^ effects from each of these subsets are given in Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, which includes the full model effect of 30.1% for all three predictors. Predictors *X*1 and *X*2 explain roughly 27.5% of the variance in the outcome. The difference between a three predictor versus this two predictor model is a mere 2.6% (30.1−27.5), a relatively small amount of variance explained. The researcher might choose to drop *X*3, striving for parsimony in the regression model. A decision might also be made to drop *X*2 given its lack of prediction of *Y* independently. However, careful examination of the results speaks again to the suppression role of *X*2, which explains none of *Y* directly but helps *X*1 and *X*3 explain more than they could by themselves when *X*2 is added to the model. In the end, decisions about variable contributions continue to be a function of thoughtful researcher judgment and careful examination of existing theory. While all possible subsets regression is informative, this method generally lacks the level of detail provided by both βs and structure coefficients.

###### 

**All possible subsets regression**.

  Predictor set      *R*^2^
  ------------------ --------
  *X*1               0.250
  *X*2               0.000
  *X*3               0.063
  *X*1, *X*2         0.275
  *X*1, *X*3         0.267
  *X*2, *X*3         0.067
  *X*1, *X*2, *X*3   0.301

*Predictor contribution is determined by researcher judgment. The model with the highest *R*^2^ value, but with the most ease of interpretation, is typically chosen*.

Commonality analysis
--------------------

Commonality analysis takes all possible subsets further and divides all of the explained variance in the criterion into unique and common (or shared) parts. Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"} presents the commonality coefficients, which represent the proportions of variance explained in the dependent variable. The unique coefficient for *X*1 (0.234) indicates that *X*1 uniquely explains 23.4% of the variance in the dependent variable. This amount of variance is more than any other partition, representing 77.85% of the *R*^2^ effect (0.301). The unique coefficient for *X*3 (0.026) is the smallest of the unique effects and indicates that the regression model only improves slightly with the addition of variable *X*3, which is the same interpretation provided by the all possible subsets analysis. Note that *X*2 uniquely accounts for 11.38% of the variance in the regression effect. Again, this outcome is counterintuitive given that the correlation between *X*2 and *Y* is zero. However, as the common effects will show, *X*2 serves as a suppressor variable, yielding a unique effect greater than its total contribution to the regression effect and negative commonality coefficients.

###### 

**Commonality coefficients**.

  Predictor(s)       *X*1     *X*2     *X*3     Coefficient     Percent
  ------------------ -------- -------- -------- --------------- ---------
  *X*1               0.234                      0.234           77.845
  *X*2                        0.034             0.034           11.381
  *X*3                                 0.026    0.026           8.702
  *X*1, *X*2         −0.030   −0.030            −[0.030]{.ul}   −10.000
  *X*1, *X*3         0.041             0.041    0.041           13.453
  *X*2, *X*3                  −0.010   −0.010   −[0.010]{.ul}   −3.167
  *X*1, *X*2, *X*3   0.005    0.005    0.005    0.005           1.779
  Total              0.250    0.000    0.063    0.301           100.000

*Commonality coefficients identifying suppression underlined*.

*Σ*X*~k~ Commonality coefficients equals *r*^2^ between predictor (*k*) and dependent variable*.

*Σ Commonality coefficients equals Multiple *R*^2^ = 30.1%. Percent = coefficient/multiple *R*^2^*.

The common effects represent the proportion of criterion variable variance that can be jointly explained by two or more predictors together. At this point the issue of multicollinearity is explicitly addressed with an estimate of each part of the dependent variable that can be explained by more than one predictor. For example, *X*1 and *X*3 together explain 4.1% of the outcome, which represents 13.45% of the total effect size.

It is also important to note the presence of negative commonality coefficients, which seem anomalous given that these coefficients are supposed to represent variance explained. Negative commonality coefficients are generally indicative of suppression (cf. Capraro and Capraro, [@B6]). In this case, they indicate that *X*2 suppresses variance in *X*1 and *X*3 that is irrelevant to explaining variance in the dependent variable, making the predictive power of their unique contributions to the regression effect larger than they would be if *X*2 was not in the model. In fact, if *X*2 were not in the model, *X*1 and *X*3 would respectively only account for 20.4% (0.234−0.030) and 1.6% (0.026−0.010) of unique variance in the dependent variable. The remaining common effects indicate that, as noted above, multicollinearity between *X*1 and *X*3 accounts for 13.45% of the regression effect and that there is little variance in the dependent variable that is common across all three predictor variables. Overall, CA can help to not only identify the most parsimonious model, but also quantify the location and amount of variance explained by suppression and multicollinearity.

Dominance weights
-----------------

Referring to Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}, the conditional dominance weights for the null or *k* = 0 subset reflects the *r*^2^ between the predictor and the dependent variable. For the subset model where *k* = 2, note that the additional contribution each variable makes to *R*^2^ is equal to the unique effects identified from CA. In the case when *k* = 1, DA provides new information to interpreting the regression effect. For example, when *X*2 is added to a regression model with *X*1, DA shows that the change (Δ) in *R*^2^ is 0.025.

###### 

**Full dominance analysis (Azen and Budescu, [@B2])**.

  Subset model               $R_{Y \cdot Xi}^{2}$   Additional contribution of:           
  -------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------- ------- ----------
  Null and *k* = 0 average   0                      [0.250]{.ul}                  0.000   0.063
  *X*1                       0.250                                                0.025   0.017
  *X*2                       0.000                  0.275                                 0.067
  *X*3                       0.063                  0.204                         0.004   
  *k* = 1 average                                   [0.240]{.ul}                  0.015   0.044^a^
  *X*1, *X*2                 0.275                                                        0.026
  *X*1, *X*3                 0.267                                                0.034   
  *X*2, *X*3                 0.067                  0.234                                 
  *k* = 2 average                                   [0.234]{.ul}                  0.034   0.026
  *X*1, *X*2, *X*3           0.301                                                        
  Overall average                                   [0.241]{.ul}                  0.016   0.044

*X1 is completely dominant (underlined). Blank cells are not applicable. ^a^Small differences are noted in the hundredths decimal place for X3 between Braun and Oswald ([@B3]) and Azen and Budescu ([@B2])*.

The DA weights are typically used to determine if variables have complete, conditional, or general dominance. When evaluating for complete dominance, all pairwise comparisons must be considered. Looking across all rows to compare the size of dominance weights, we see that *X*1 consistently has a larger conditional dominance weight. Because of this, it can be said that predictor *X*1 completely dominates the other predictors. When considering conditional dominance, however, only three rows must be considered: these are labeled null and *k* = 0, *k* = 1, and *k* = 2 rows. These rows provide information about which predictor dominates when there are 0, 1, and 2 *additional* predictors present. From this, we see that *X*1 conditionally dominates in all model sizes with weights of 0.250 (*k* = 0), 0.240 (*k* = 1), and 0.234 (*k* = 2). Finally, to evaluate for general dominance, only one row must be attended to. This is the overall average row. General dominance weights are the average conditional dominance weight (additional contribution of *R*^2^) for each variable across situations. For example, *X*1 generally dominates with a weight of 0.241 \[i.e., (0.250 + 0.240 + 0.234)/3\]. An important observation is the sum of the general dominance weights (0.241 + 0.016 + 0.044) is also equal to 0.301, which is the total model *R*^2^ for the MR analysis.

Relative importance weights
---------------------------

Relative importance weights were computed using the Lorenzo-Seva et al. ([@B18]) SPSS code using the correlation matrix provided in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Based on RIW (Johnson, [@B13]), *X*1 would be considered the most important variable (RIW = 0.241), followed by *X*3 (RIW = 0.045) and *X*2 (RIW = 0.015). The RIWs offer an additional representation of the individual effect of each predictor while simultaneously considering the combination of predictors as well (Johnson, [@B12]). The sum of the weights (0.241 + 0.045 + 0.015 = 0.301) is equal to *R*^2^. Predictor *X*1 can be interpreted as the most important variable relative to other predictors (Johnson, [@B13]). The interpretation is consistent with a full DA, because both the individual predictor contribution with the outcome variable (*r~X~1·*Y**), and the potential multicollinearity (*r~X~1·*X*2* and *r~X~1·*X*3*) with other predictors are accounted for. While the RIWs may differ slightly compared to general dominance weights (e.g., 0.015 and 0.016, respectively, for *X*2), the conclusions are the consistent with those from a full DA. This method rank orders the variables with *X*1 as the most important, followed by *X*3 and *X*2. The suppression role of *X*2, however, is not identified by this method, which helps explain its rank as third in this process.

Discussion
==========

Predictor variables are more commonly correlated than not in most practical situations, leaving researchers with the necessity to addressing such multicollinearity when they interpret MR results. Historically, views about the impact of multicollinearity on regression results have ranged from challenging to highly problematic. At the extreme, avoidance of multicollinearity is sometimes even considered a prerequisite assumption for conducting the analysis. These perspectives notwithstanding, the current article has presented a set of tools that can be employed to effectively interpret the roles various predictors have in explaining variance in a criterion variable.

To be sure, traditional reliance on standardized or unstandardized weights will often lead to poor or inaccurate interpretations when multicollinearity or suppression is present in the data. If researchers choose to rely solely on the null hypothesis statistical significance test of these weights, then the risk of interpretive error is noteworthy. This is primarily because the weights are heavily affected by multicollinearity, as are their SE which directly impact the magnitude of the corresponding *p* values. It is this reality that has led many to suggest great caution when predictors are correlated.

Advances in the literature and supporting software technology for their application have made the issue of multicollinearity much less critical. Although predictor correlation can certainly complicate interpretation, use of the methods discussed here allow for a much broader and more accurate understanding of the MR results regarding which predictors explain how much variance in the criterion, both uniquely and in unison with other predictors.

In data situations with a small number of predictors or very low levels of multicollinearity, the interpretation method used might not be as important as results will most often be very similar. However, when the data situation becomes more complicated (as is often the case in real-world data, or when suppression exists as exampled here), more care is needed to fully understand the nature and role of predictors.

Cause and effect, theory, and generalization
--------------------------------------------

Although current methods are helpful, it is very important that researchers remain aware that MR is ultimately a correlational-based analysis, as are all analyses in the general linear model. Therefore, variable correlations should not be construed as evidence for cause and effect relationships. The ability to claim cause and effect are predominately issues of research design rather than statistical analysis.

Researchers must also consider the critical role of theory when trying to make sense of their data. Statistics are mere tools to help understand data, and the issue of predictor importance in any given model must invoke the consideration of the theoretical expectations about variable relationships. In different contexts and theories, some relationships may be deemed more or less relevant.

Finally, the pervasive impact of sampling error cannot be ignored in any analytical approach. Sampling error limits the generalizability of our findings and can cause any of the methods described here to be more unique to our particular sample than to future samples or the population of interest. We should not assume too easily that the predicted relationships we observe will necessarily appear in future studies. Replication continues to be a key hallmark of good science.

Interpretation Methods
----------------------

The seven approaches discussed here can help researchers better understand their MR models, but each has its own strengths and limitations. In practice, these methods should be used to inform each other to yield a better representation of the data. Below we summarize the key utility provided by each approach.

### Pearson *r* correlation coefficient

Pearson *r* is commonly employed in research. However, as illustrated in the heuristic example, *r* does not take into account the multicollinearity between variables and they do not allow detection of suppressor effects.

### Beta weights and structure coefficients

Interpretations of *both* β weights and structure coefficients provide a complementary comparison of predictor contribution to the regression equation and the variance explained in the effect. Beta weights alone should not be utilized to determine the contribution predictor variables make to a model because a variable might be denied predictive credit in the presence of multicollinearity. Courville and Thompson, [@B7]; see also Henson, [@B9]) advocated for the interpretation of (a) both β weights and structure coefficients or (b) both β weights and correlation coefficients. When taken together, β and structure coefficients can illuminate the impact of multicollinearity, reflect more clearly the ability of predictors to explain variance in the criterion, and identify suppressor effects. However, they do not necessarily provide detailed information about the nature of unique and commonly explained variance, nor about the magnitude of the suppression.

### All possible subsets regression

All possible subsets regression is exploratory and comes with increasing interpretive difficulty as predictors are added to the model. Nevertheless, these variance portions serve as the foundation for unique and common variance partitioning and full DA.

### Commonality analysis, dominance analysis, and relative importance weights

Commonality analysis decomposes the regression effect into unique and common components and is very useful for identifying the magnitude and loci of multicollinearity and suppression. DA explores predictor contribution in a variety of situations and provides consistent conclusions with RIWs. Both general dominance and RIWs provide alternative techniques to decomposing the variance in the regression effect and have the desirable feature that there is only one coefficient per independent variable to interpret. However, the existence of suppression is not readily understood by examining general dominance weights or RIWs. Nor do the indices yield information regarding the magnitude and loci of multicollinearity.

Conclusion
==========

The real world can be complex -- and correlated. We hope the methods summarized here are useful for researchers using regression to confront this multicollinear reality. For both multicollinearity and suppression, multiple pieces of information should be consulted to understand the results. As such, these data situations should not be shunned, but simply handled with appropriate interpretive frameworks. Nevertheless, the methods are not a panacea, and require appropriate use and diligent interpretation. As correctly stated by Wilkinson and the APA Task Force on Statistical Inference ([@B38]), "Good theories and intelligent interpretation advance a discipline more than rigid methodological orthodoxy... Statistical methods should guide and discipline our thinking but should not determine it" (p. 604).
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^1^Suppression is apparent when a predictor has a beta weight that is disproportionately large (thus receiving predictive credit) relative to a low or near-zero structure coefficient (thus indicating no relationship with the predicted scores). For a broader discussion of suppression, see Pedhazur ([@B29]) and Thompson ([@B34]).

Excel for all available analyses {#s1}
================================

*Note*. Microsoft Excel version 2010 is demonstrated. The following will yield all possible subsets, relative importance weights, and dominance analysis results.

1.  Download the Braun and Oswald ([@B3]) Excel file (ERA.xlsm) from

2.  [http://dl.dropbox.com/u/2480715/ERA.xlsm?dl = 1](http://dl.dropbox.com/u/2480715/ERA.xlsm?dl = 1)

3.  Save the file to your desktop

4.  Click **Enable Editing**, if prompted

5.  Click **Enable Macros**, if prompted

6.  **Step 1:** Click on **New Analysis**

7.  ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i001.jpg)

8.  **Step 2: Enter** the number of predictors and click **OK**

9.  ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i002.jpg)

10. **Step 3:** Enter the correlation matrix as shown

11. ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i003.jpg)

12. **Step 4:** Click **Prepare for Analyses** to complete the matrix

13. ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i004.jpg)

14. **Step 5**: Click **Run Analyses**

15. ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i005.jpg)

16. **Step 6:** Review output in the **Results** worksheet

R Code for all available analyses
=================================

*Note*. R Code for Versions 2.12.1 and 2.12.2 are demonstrated.

1.  **Open** R

2.  **Click** on Packages → **Install package(s)**

3.  Select the one package from a user-selected CRAN mirror site (e.g., USA CA 1)

4.  ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i006.jpg)

5.  Repeat installation for all four packages

6.  **Click on Packages → Load for each package (for a total of four times)**

7.  ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i007.jpg)

8.  **Step 1: Copy and paste the following code to Generate Data from Correlation Matrix**

    1.  library(MASS)

    2.  library(corpcor)

    3.  covm\<-c(1.00,0.5,0.00,0.25,

        1.  0.5, 1,0.3,0.25,

        2.  0.0,0.30, 1,0.25,

        3.  0.25,0.25,0.25, 1)

    4.  covm\<-matrix(covm,4,4)

    5.  covm\<-make.positive.definite(covm)

    6.  varlist\<-c(\"DV\", \"IV1\", \"IV2\", \"IV3\")

    7.  dimnames(covm)\<-list(varlist,varlist)

    8.  data1\<-mvrnorm(n=200,rep(0,4),covm,empirical=TRUE)

    9.  data1\<-data.frame(data1)

9.  **Step 2:** Copy and paste the following code to **Produce Beta Weights, Structure Coefficients, and Commonality Coefficients**

    1.  library(yhat)

    2.  lmOut\<-lm(DV\~IV1+IV2+IV3,data1)

    3.  regrOut\<-regr(lmOut)

    4.  regrOut\$Beta_Weights

    5.  regrOut\$Structure_Coefficients

    6.  regrOut\$Commonality_Data

10. **Step 3: All Possible Subset Analysis**

    1.  library(leaps)

    2.  a\<-regsubsets(data1\[,(2:4)\],data1\[,1\],method=\'exhaustive\',nbest=7)

    3.  cbind(summary(a)\$which,rsq = summary(a)\$rsq)

SAS code for all available analyses
===================================

*Note*. SAS code is demonstrated in SAS version 9.2.

1.  Open SAS

2.  Click on File → New Program

3.  **Step 1:** Copy and paste the following code to **Generate Data from Correlation Matrix**

    1.  options pageno = min nodate formdlim = \'-\';

    2.  **DATA** corr (TYPE=CORR);

    3.  LENGTH \_NAME\_ \$ **2**;

4.  `INPUT _TYPE_ $ _NAME_ $ Y X1 X2 X3;`

5.  CARDS;

6.  `corr Y 1.00 .500 .000 .250`

7.  `corr X1 .500 1.00 .300 .250`

8.  `corr X2 .000 .300 1.00 .250`

9.  `corr X3 .250 .250 .250 1.00`

10. `;`

11. **Step 2**: **Download** a SAS macro from UCLA (n.d.) Statistics <http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/sas/macros/corr2data.sas> and save the file as **"Corr2Data.sas"** to a working directory such as "My Documents"

12. **Step 3**: **Copy and paste** the code below.

    1.  %include \'C:\\My Documents\\corr2data.sas\';

    2.  \%***corr2data***mycorr, corr, **200**, FULL = \'T\', corr = \'T\');

13. **Step 4: Copy and paste** the code below to rename variables with the macro (referenced from <http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/sas/code/renaming_variables_dynamically.htm>)

    1.  `%macro rename1(oldvarlist, newvarlist);`

    2.  `%let k = 1;`

    3.  `%let old = %scan(&oldvarlist, &k);`

    4.  `%let new = %scan(&newvarlist, &k);`

    5.  `%do %while(("&old" NE "") & ("&new" NE ""));`

    6.  `rename &old = &new;`

    7.  `%let k = %eval(&k + 1);`

    8.  `%let old = %scan(&oldvarlist, &k);`

    9.  `%let new = %scan(&newvarlist, &k);`

    10. `%end;`

    11. `%mend;`

    12.  

    13. COMMENT set dataset;

    14. **data** Azen;

    15. set mycorr;

    16. COMMENT set (old, new) variable names;

    17. `%rename1(col1 col2 col3 col4, Y X1 X2 X3);`

    18. **run**;

14. **Step 5: Copy and paste** the code below to **Conduct Regression Analyses and Produce Beta Weights and Structure Coefficients**.

    1.  `proc reg data=azen; model Y =X1 X2 X3;`

    2.  `output r=resid p=pred;`

    3.  `run;`

    4.   

    5.  COMMENT structure coefficients;

    6.  `proc corr; VAR pred X1 X2 X3;`

    7.  `run;`

    8.  ` `

15. **Step 6: Copy and paste** the code below to conduct an **All Possible Subset Analysis**

    1.  `proc rsquare; MODEL Y = X1 X2 X3;`

    2.  `run;`

16. **Step 7:** Link to <https://pantherfile.uwm.edu/azen/www/DAonly.txt> (Azen and Budescu, 1993)

17. **Step 8: Copy and paste** the text below the line of asterisks (i.e., the code beginning at run; option nosource;).

18. **Step 9: Save** the SAS file as "dom.sas" to a working directory such as "My Documents."

19. **Step 8: Copy and paste** the code below to conduct a full **Dominance Analysis**

    1.  %include \'C:\\My Documents\\dom.sas\'; \*\*\* CHANGE TO PATH WHERE MACRO IS SAVED \*\*\*;

    2.  `%` ***`dom`*** `(p `=` `**`3`**`);`

SPSS code for all analyses {#s2}
==========================

*Notes*. SPSS Code demonstrated in Version 19.0. SPSS must be at least a graduate pack with syntax capabilities.

Reprint Courtesy of International Business Machines Corporation, \*(2010) International Business Machines Corporation. The syntax was retrieved from [https://www-304.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid = swg21480900](https://www-304.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid = swg21480900).

1.  **Open** SPSS

2.  If a dialog box appears, click **Cancel** and open SPSS data window.

3.  **Click** on **File** → **New** → **Syntax**

4.  **Step 1: Generate Data from Correlation Matrix**. Be sure to specify a valid place to save the correlation matrix. **Copy and paste** syntax below into the SPSS syntax editor.

    1.  matrix data variables= v1 to v4

    2.  /contents=corr.

    3.  begin data.

    4.  1.000

    5.  0.500 1.000

    6.  0.000 .300 1.000

    7.  0.250 .250 .250 1.000

    8.  end data.

    9.  save outfile=\"C:\\My Documents\\corrmat.sav\"

    10. /keep=v1 to v4.

5.  **Step 2: Generate raw data**. Change \#i from 200 to your desired N. Change *x*(4) and \#j from 4 to the size of your correlation matrix, if different. Double Check the filenames and locations.

    1.  new file.

    2.  input program.

    3.  loop \#i=1 to 200.

    4.  vector x(4).

    5.  loop \#j=1 to 4.

    6.  compute x(\#j)=rv.normal(0,1).

    7.  end loop.

    8.  end case.

    9.  end loop.

    10. end file.

    11. end input program.

    12. execute.

    13. factor var=x1 to x4

    14. /criteria=factors(4)

    15. /save=reg(all z).

    16. matrix.

    17. get z/var=z1 to z4.

    18. get r/file=\'C:\\My Documents\\corrmat.sav\'.

    19. compute out=z\*chol(r).

    20. save out/outfile=\'C:\\My Documents\\AzenData.sav\'.

    21. end matrix.

6.  **Step 3: Retrieve file** generated from the syntax above. **Copy and paste** the syntax below Highlight the syntax and run the selection by clicking on the ![](fpsyg-03-00044-i008.jpg) button.

    1.  get file = \'C:\\My Documents\\AzenData.sav\'.

7.  **Step 4:** Rename variables if desired. Replace "var1 to var10" with appropriate variable names. **Copy and paste** the syntax below and run the selection by highlighting one line. Be sure to save changes.

    1.  rename variables(col1 col2 col3 col4=Y X1 X2 X3).

8.  **Step 5:** Copy and paste the syntax into the syntax editor to confirm correlations are correct.

    1.  CORRELATIONS

    2.  /VARIABLES = *Y* *X*1 *X*2 *X*3

    3.  /PRINT = TWOTAIL NOSIG

    4.  /MISSING = PAIRWISE.

9.  **Step 6**: **Copy and paste** the syntax into the syntax editor to **Conduct Regression and Produce Beta Weights**.

    1.  REGRESSION

    2.  /MISSING LISTWISE

    3.  /STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA

    4.  /CRITERIA = PIN(0.05) POUT(0.10)

    5.  /NOORIGIN

    6.  /DEPENDENT *Y*

    7.  /METHOD = ENTER *X*1 *X*2 *X*3

    8.  /SAVE PRED.

10. **Step 7**: **Copy and paste** the syntax into the syntax editor to **\*Compute Structure Coefficients**.

    1.  CORRELATIONS

    2.  /VARIABLES=X1 X2 X3 WITH PRE_1

    3.  /PRINT = TWOTAIL NOSIG

    4.  /MISSING = PAIRWISE.

11. **Step 8: All Subset Analysis and Commonality analysis (step 8 to step 11)**. Before executing, **download** cc.sps (commonality coefficients macro) from <http://profnimon.com/CommonalityCoefficients.sps> to working directory such as My Documents.

12. **Step 9:** Copy data file to working directory (e.g., C:\\My Documents)

13. **Step 10:** Copy and paste syntax below in the SPSS syntax editor

    1.  CD \"C:\\My Documents\".

    2.  INCLUDE FILE=\"CommonalityCoefficients.sps\".

    3.  !cc dep = Y

    4.  Db=AzenData.sav

    5.  Set=Azen

    6.  Ind=X1 X2 X3.

14. **Step 11: Retrieve** commonality results. Commonality files are written to **AzenCommonalityMatrix.sav** and **AzenCCByVariable.sav**. APS files are written to**Azenaps.sav**.

15. **Step 12: Relative Weights** (Step 13 to Step 16).

16. **Step 13:** Before executing, download mimr_raw.sps and save to working directory from <http://www.springerlink.com/content/06112u8804155th6/supplementals/>

17. **Step 14: Open** or **activate** the AzenData.sav dataset file, by clicking on it.

18. **Step 15:** If applicable, change the reliabilities of the predictor variables as indicated (4 in the given example).

19. **Step 16: Highlight** all the syntax and run; these steps will yield relative importance weights.
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